Small Vessel Load-Out List

___ FLOAT PLAN FILLED OUT & RELEASE FORMS SIGNED
___ BOAT KEYS
___ LIFE JACKETS UNLOCKED & ENOUGH FOR ALL PASSENGERS
___ FLARES
___ EMERGENCY HORN
___ FIRST AID KITS
___ ELECTRONICS (VHF, Cell phone, DGPS)
___ CHARTS, MAPS & DIVE TABLES (As necessary)
___ ANCHOR, CHAIN & LINE
___ ENGINE OIL (4- and/or 2-cycle)
___ SPARE FUEL FILTER (optional)
___ DOCK LINES (Minimum of four)
___ EXTRA LINE
___ BUOYS (if necessary)
___ BOAT HOOK
___ PADDLE
___ BINOCULARS
___ TOWELS, PAPER TOWELS OR RAGS
___ TOOL BOX
___ DIVE GEAR (If necessary - mask, Fins, Snorkel, Weight belt, BC, Regulator, Depth gauge, SPG, computer, wetsuit, tanks and tank racks, Dive Master Kit)
___ ICE CHEST (If necessary)
___ FOOD & WATER (personal)